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In this study the performances of all-atom (AA) and united atom (UA) models (fitted and unfitted) of the
methane molecule are evaluated for the description of adsorption isotherms on graphite surfaces and in a
collection of graphitic slit pores. We simulated collections of isotherms using the grand canonical Monte
Carlo method with an all-atom model and adjusted united atom models in graphene layers made up of
discrete atoms of carbon. The collections of isotherms are used to determine the pore size distribution
(PSD) of four activated carbon samples. We also investigated the sensitivity of the system to the cutoff and
ethane adsorption
ll-atom model
ctivated carbon
ore size distribution
onte Carlo simulations

solid–fluid standard parameterization. It was found that the simulated AA model isotherm shape on the
graphite surface is much more similar to the experimental data than the UA model isotherm. The cutoff
had little influence on isotherm and different solid–fluid standard parameterizations change the PSD. We
also found that despite presenting similar fitting with the experimental isotherms, the models presented
distinct PSDs. The unfitted united atom model (UA1) suggested less plausible PSDs, while the all-atom

atom
opor
(AA) and the fitted united
internal structure of micr

. Introduction

Activated carbon materials have been studied for systems
f energy storage based on natural gas. One of the difficulties
o obtain activated carbon materials of high storage capacity is
elated to an accurate determination of the pore size distribution
PSD) of the real activated carbon due to the non-structured nature
f these materials.

The generation of a database of local isotherms based on Monte
arlo or NLDFT methods with predictive capability and consistency
as become a standard procedure to obtain PSDs [1–3]. The use of
ethane as the probe-gas for this type of characterization has the

dvantage of testing the activated carbon in the same conditions of
he specific application (NG storage, for example). However, some
tudies indicated discrepancies between PSDs obtained using
ethane and other probe-gases [4–6]. The reason for discrepan-

ies may be related to the simplified models (activated carbon

nd methane) and the specific parameters for intermolecular
nteractions.

This study has two main objectives. First, we shall investigate
ow the atomic model of the methane molecule can influence the

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +55 85 32442296.
E-mail address: lucena@ufc.br (S.M.P. Lucena).

927-7757/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.colsurfa.2009.12.015
model (UA2) model provided apparently more realistic estimates of the
ous carbons.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PSD. Although methane all-atom (AA) models are known to yield
better liquid and solid behavior of homogeneous fluid than united
atom (UA) models [7–10] and a general availability of AA models
in literature, their use in adsorption has been rarely investigated.
This may be explained by the longer computational times of AA
models. So we would like to evaluate if UA models are as good
as AA models. Also, we would like to know the importance of
validated parameters of intermolecular interactions in supercrit-
ical conditions. For fluid–fluid systems, these parameters usually
present a good description of the bulk liquid–gas equilibrium data
or bulk liquid properties [5,7]. For solid–fluid systems, the standard
parameterization is to reproduce reference experimental adsorp-
tion isotherms on nonporous graphite [11]. In the present study, we
are interested on the impact of the solid–fluid parameterization.
We selected two methane united atom models, fitted and unfit-
ted to nonporous graphite surface, to evaluate their performance
in describing real activated carbons PSDs.

2. Model development (theory)
2.1. Methane and carbon models

We chose the AA model proposed by Murad and Gubbins [8],
normally used in molecular dynamic simulation studies. Recently,
Stassen [10] made comparisons between 13 different methane

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09277757
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/colsurfa
mailto:lucena@ufc.br
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.colsurfa.2009.12.015
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Table 2
Simulated values for minimum adsorption slit and excludes pore width.

Model Minimum adsorption
slit, Hcc minimum (Å)

Excluded pore
width, He (Å)

T
L

ig. 1. Model of the slit pore used with main dimensional parameters. Heff: effective
nternal pore size; Hcc: carbon center-to-center pore size.

odels and concluded that the Murad and Gubbins potential pro-
uces more realistic properties for liquid methane.

The first selected UA model was a modified Sweatman and
uirke model [5] that was named UA1. All comparisons with the
A model were done with this model. We slightly altered the
olid–solid parameter of the original Sweatman and Quirke UA
odel so that it matched the CH4 simulated isotherm of the AA
odel in a graphene surface (see details in Section 3.1). By doing

his we shall be able to compare the impact of the AA and UA models
n the PSDs.

Starting from the same model of Sweatman and Quirke, a second
djustment was made so that the simulated isotherm matched the
H4 experimental isotherm on Vulcan, a reference graphite surface.
his new model was named UA2.

The carbon was modeled with a slit-shaped simulation cell of
0 Å × 40 Å with walls made of two layers of graphene sheets. The
raphene sheets are made up of discrete atoms of carbon. We did
ot use the graphitic Steele potential surface as current in the
arbon literature. The simulation cell with the main parameters
s shown in Fig. 1. For conditions in which low densities were
xpected, the unit cells were connected side-by-side to increase
he simulation cell volume and enhance the number of molecules
n the simulation.

.2. Intermolecular interactions

The fluid–fluid interaction was calculated from the classical
2–6 LJ (Lennard–Jones) potential equation:

(rij) = 4εij

[(
�ij

rij

)12

−
(

�ij

rij

)6
]

here εij is the well depth, �ij is the diameter, and rij is the distance

etween interacting atoms i and j. All parameters can be seen in
able 1.

Since we use graphene layers made up of discrete atoms of
arbon instead of single graphitic Steele potential surface for rep-
esenting the graphene layers, all the interactions between solid

able 1
J potential parameters for fluid–fluid and solid–fluid interaction.

�ff (Å) εff (kcal mol−1

UA1 model 3.7a 0.295a

UA2 model 3.7a 0.295a

�ff C–C (Å) �ff H–H (Å) εff C–C (kcal mol−1)

AA model 3.35d 2.813d 0.1017d

a Sweatman and Quirke [5].
b Steele [12].
c This work.
d Murad and Gubbins [8].
AA 6.6 2.78
UA1 6.4 2.7
UA2 6.4 2.7

and fluid were also described by LJ potentials (see Table 1). The
cross terms were obtained using arithmetic and geometric combi-
nation rules. Graphene layers made up of discrete atoms are very
CPU time demanding but may better represent the corrugation of
the surface and are also more appropriate to the subsequent devel-
opment of more sophisticated structural models of porous carbons
as, for example, in the case of reverse Monte Carlo techniques [13].

2.3. Simulation details

Grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) technique was used in the
simulation of adsorption isotherms. The algorithm allows displace-
ments (translations and rotations), creations, and destructions.
These simulations consisted of evaluating the average number of
adsorbate molecules for which the chemical potential equals that
of the bulk phase at a given pressure and temperature. Details of
the method can be seen elsewhere [14]. The output of such a sim-
ulation is the absolute adsorbed amount, whereas experimentally
the excess adsorbed amount is the property that is measured. The
excess amount was calculated by subtracting the simulated abso-
lute amount from the total number of molecules present in the pore
effective volume calculated with the Peng–Robinson equation of
state. Details of the procedure can be seen in Refs. [3,15].

The GCMC simulations were performed on a PC Dell worksta-
tion (Intel dual core, 3.0 GHz processor), using the Material Studio
Sorption code [16]. Prior to the production phase, 1.5 × 106 equili-
bration steps were carried out. Between 2 and 3 × 106 production
steps were performed in order to calculate mean values. To check
the production phase convergence we have tested representative
pores for 1, 2 and n methane layers up to 7 × 106 Monte Carlo steps,
without significant change in the results. The potential cutoff dis-
tance was 14 Å, with a low cutoff (bad contact rejection distance)
of 0.4 Å.

2.4. Local isotherm databases

Local isotherm databases were simulated in 24 pores ranging
from a maximum distance between the centers of carbon atoms
Hcc = 53 Å and a minimum Hcc that was defined empirically by

molecular simulation [3]. Monte Carlo simulation was done until
the smallest pore in which adsorption of various methane models
molecules was possible. The minimum adsorption slit (Hcc minimum)
for each model is shown in Table 2. The values are within the order
of magnitude found by Gusev et al. [3], which was 6.3 Å for an UA

) �ss (Å) εss (kcal mol−1)

3.4b 0.044c

3.4b 0.049c

εff H-H (kcal mol−1) �ss (Å) εss (kcal mol−1)

0.0171d 3.4b 0.055b
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supercritical condition like methane at 303 K, we observe that the
ig. 2. Calculated adsorption isotherm of CH4 at 298 K in slit carbon pore of Hcc =
odel: crosses; UA2 model: open diamonds; experimental: filled diamonds.

ethane model. As expected, the AA model presents the largest
ore in which adsorption was still possible (6.6 Å) while for the UA
odels adsorption was possible until a pore width of 6.4 Å. The

xcluded pore width He for adsorption of methane can be esti-
ated as He = Hcc minimum − �ff. The equation that correlates the

ore dimensions can be written as:

eff = Hcc − He

here Heff is the effective internal pore size, Hcc is the carbon
enter-to-center pore size and He is the excluded pore width. The
ffective cell volume was calculated from the product of the surface
rea and the effective internal pore size (Heff) as defined above.

The last step in deriving the pore size distribution from the
easured collection of adsorption isotherm is by inverting the

dsorption integral:

(p) =
∫ Hmax

Hmin

f (H)v(H, p) dH

here V(p) is the experimentally determined excess density, f(H) is
he required pore size distribution, and v(H, p) is the excess volume
t pressure p in a pore of size H. The integral is calculated over all
ore sizes H.

Several methods for solving the above equation are known and
ave been used in previous studies, including best-fit methods and
atrix methods. In this study, we used matrix methods where
system of linear equations is solved by matrix inversion with

on-negativity constraints routine. Regularization was introduced
ased in the “L curve” criteria via a smoothing parameter [17,18].
his method is needed to stabilize the numerical computation, by
ncorporating additional constraints based on the smoothness of
he PSD. The result can be stabilized avoiding that the fitting routine
ts the data more closely than what is necessary from the condi-
ioning of the system, which reduces the spikiness of the result,
ielding more realistic PSDs [18].

. Results and discussion

.1. Adsorption isotherms on graphite surface

In Fig. 2, the simulated methane isotherms at 298 K calcu-

ated by GCMC for the AA and UA models in a wide slit pore
f size Hcc = 70 Å are shown using surface excess (�mol/m2) ver-
us pressure (kPa). The experimental isotherms for Vulcan (a
raphitic reference surface) from Sweatman and Quirke [5] are also
hown.
(a) AA model: crosses; UA1 model: circles; experimental: filled diamonds. (b) AA

As already explained (Section 2.1), to obtain the AA and UA1
unfitted models we left the AA model unchanged and modified
the UA1 well depth parameter to fit the AA model. In Fig. 2a, we
may observe the best fitting obtained between UA1 and AA mod-
els. The Vulcan experimental isotherm is also shown in Fig. 2a for
comparison. Considering that the same conditions of solid–fluid
parameterization were assured we shall then be able to compare
unfitted AA and UA1 models in slit pores.

The fitted UA2 model uses the same Sweatman and Quirke [5]
model as reference and was adjusted to match the experimental
Vulcan isotherm. In spite of UA2 be our fitted model, it is clear that
the experimental isotherms are more curved than the correspond-
ing simulated isotherm and the fitting is rather poor (Fig. 2b). A
similar result was obtained by Sweatman and Quirke [5] when they
performed the fitting between the Vulcan experimental isotherm
to their simulated UA model.

One of the most striking features of these results is that the
AA model isotherm shape on the graphitic nonporous surface
is much more similar to the experimental data than the UA
model isotherms. While all UA isotherms are almost linear, the AA
isotherm is curved. This is evidence that the AA model introduces
some levels of heterogeneity to the system.

3.2. Adsorption isotherms on slit pores

3.2.1. Dependence of the loading on the cutoff distance
The process of computation energies for nonbond interactions

reveals a quadratic dependence on the number of atoms in the
system. Therefore, it is common to neglect the nonbond interac-
tion for widely separated pairs of atoms. To maintain accuracy of
the calculation with the minimum time possible, we performed
a study of the dependence of the loading on the cutoff distance
using the UA1 model. This study was also important because
one needs to know if molecular simulation in literature based on
different cutoffs can be compared. We recognize that the exact
dependence varies and should be calibrated for each system. We
selected 3 pores representing each one the main characteriz-
ing groups of isotherms (see next section) and varied the cutoff
from 12 to 20 Å. The results are shown in Fig. 3. For systems in
nonbonded potential presents small variations with cutoff. The
adsorbed concentration tends to be invariant after the cut off of
20 Å. For the pore of 7 Å and for the low pressures range of the
other pores, the difference between the cutoff of 12 and 20 was
insignificant.
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Fig. 3. Effect of the cutoff distance on the methane density at 302 K for UA1 model (a: 7 Å pore; b: 10.7 Å pore; c: 31 Å pore).
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well characterized, some outstanding differences occur between
them. In the first group of isotherms (one layer group), the loading
decreases much more intensely for the model UA1. This decrease is
due to the smallest size of the UA1 model molecules. For this group
of pores, where the wall potential is at a maximum, the UA1 model
ig. 4. Selected GCMC isotherms of methane at 303 K from AA (a) and UA1 (b) col
oints represent the individual simulated results. Lines between points are drawn o

.2.2. AA and UA1 kernels of simulated isotherms
For the AA and UA1 models, we calculated the local adsorption

sotherm in the same set of 24 pores distributed logarithmically
tarting from the smallest pore in which adsorption was still possi-
le until the maximum pore size of 53 Å. Using GCMC molecular
imulations, the equilibrium isotherm of CH4 was calculated at
03 K up to pressure of 3500 kPa. These pressure and temperature
onditions are the same used to define the natural gas storage target
y the U.S. Department of Energy. The excess adsorption isotherm
or methane in models AA and AU1 are presented in Fig. 4.

All simulated isotherm are IUPAC type I. The three groups of
ehavior that was very useful for characterization using methane
s probe-gas [3] can be observed in the collections of isotherms for
he two models (AA and UA1). The first group includes isotherms of
ores that can accommodate only one layer of molecules. In these
ores, the adsorption occurs at low pressures and the isotherm
ecomes flat at relatively low pressures due to the strong confine-
ent of the molecules in the pores. In this group, the maximum

dsorption occurs at about 7 Å pore width. The second group
ncludes isotherms that go approximately from 10 up to 18 Å. The
ores of optimum dimensions for accommodating two layers of
olecules are the main component of this group. When two layers

re formed, the tendency of adsorption, that was decreasing as the
ore dimensions increased, is reversed and causes a slight increase

n adsorption at the high-pressure region. This can be observed
learly for the 11.5 Å pore that adsorbs more than the 9.7 Å pore,

espite having lower wall potential. In the third group, we notice
he isotherms for which the behavior is practically the same as the
argest simulated pore (53 Å). In this pore range, the wall poten-
ial no longer overlaps and the cooperative effect of fluid–fluid
nteraction is rather small.
s of 24 slit pores. The pores are expressed in Hcc (carbon center-to-center width).
s a guide to the eye.

In spite of the models presenting the typical groups of isotherms
Fig. 5. GCMC isotherms of methane at 303 K from AA (circles) and UA1 (crosses)
models for pore widths 7, 8.2, 10.7 and 31 Å. The pores are expressed in Hcc (car-
bon center-to-center width). Points represent the individual simulated results. Lines
between points are drawn only as a guide to the eye.
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ig. 6. Pore size distribution and isotherms for W1 and W2N2 samples. PSD calc
heoretical fit obtained from the PSD of AA model of experimental isotherm. Exper

llows a better packing of pseudo-spherical particles than the 5-
ite AA model. Then, when the wall potential starts to decrease, the

oading comes down in a more abrupt way. Another difference is
hat in the AA model adsorption at low pressures shows even higher
alues than in the UA1 model. This behavior can be explained by
he largest adsorption heat presented by the AA model that is on

ig. 7. Pore size distribution and isotherms for C1 and C2 samples. PSD calculated from A
t obtained from the PSD of AA model of experimental isotherm. Experimental data: poin
from AA and UA1 collection of methane isotherms at 303 K using GCMC (a–d).
al data: points; theoretical fit: line.

average 7% larger than the value for the UA1 model, at this range
of pore sizes.
Another notable difference between the two collections of
isotherms is seen in the range of the second group (two layers
pores). While in the AA model the 10.7 Å pore loading occurs
in a smooth way, in the UA1 model it is more abrupt. Again

A and UA1 collection of methane isotherms at 303 K using GCMC (a–d). Theoretical
ts; theoretical fit: line.
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Fig. 8. Selected GCMC isotherms of methane at 303 K from UA2 collection of 24
8 S.M.P. Lucena et al. / Colloids and Surfaces

his behavior may be explained by the better packing of pseudo-
pherical particles in a confined space maximizing the fluid–fluid
nteraction.

In Fig. 5 we compare typical isotherms for each of the character-
zing behavior groups for the two models of methane molecule, so

e can clearly notice the differences discussed previously. It may
e observed that the UA1 model presents higher loadings when the
onfined space is at the optimum value for one adsorbed methane
ayer (7 Å) and for two adsorbed methane layers (10.7 Å). For the
ther pore sizes, such as 8.2 or 31 Å, the adsorption behavior is
ssentially the same for both models. We can also observe that
xcept for the 7 Å slit width, in all other pore sizes the AA model
resents higher adsorption capacities at low pressures.

.2.3. Pore size distribution analysis
Four activated carbon samples were used in this study (W1,

2N2, C1 and C2). The samples W1 and W2N2 were prepared in
ur laboratory by chemical activation with H3PO4 from coconut
hells. After impregnation, the samples were carbonized at 450 ◦C
or 2 h. Details about the preparation may be found in Rios et al. [19].
he W1 sample was impregnated with phosphoric acid solutions
t concentrations of 44% (w/w). For the W2N2 sample the phos-
horic acid solutions concentrations were increased to 53% (w/w)
nd additional previous treatment of the W2N2 precursor were

erformed with sulfuric acid with the pyrolysis process carried out
nder nitrogen flow. Both surface area and micropore volume were
ubstantially increased for this sample. Other two commercial sam-
les named C1 and C2, with high and low surface area, respectively,
re also used for comparison. Methane adsorption experiments at

Fig. 9. (a–d) Pore size distribution of W1, W2N2, C1 and C2 active carbons calc
slit pores. The pores are expressed in Hcc (carbon center-to-center width). Points
represent the individual simulated results. Lines between points are drawn only as
a guide to the eye.
303 K were performed in a gravimetric equipment using a magnetic
suspension balance (Rubotherm, Germany).

All samples had been previously characterized using N2 at 77 K
[20]. Samples W2N2 and C1 have pores above 20 Å, thus outside the

ulated from UA2 collection of methane isotherms at 303 K using GCMC.
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indow of reliability estimated as 15.2 Å for models UA1 and UA2,
nd 18.5 Å for model AA (see supplementary material). It had been
roposed by Gusev et al. [3] that the limiting accessible pore size
or methane kernels is 20 Å. Therefore we decided to use only the
imulated isotherms for pore sizes up to that limit for the determi-
ation of the PSDs in this study. As reported by Ravikovitch et al.
11], even when the carbon samples contain pores in sizes beyond
he window of reliability, there is a very good agreement between
SDs calculated from the complete collection of isotherms and PSDs
alculated from a collection of restricted pores sizes up to the limit
f sensitivity of the constrained kernel.

Figs. 6 and 7 present the pore size distribution (PSD) calculated
rom the application of the isotherm collection of each model. The
xperimental and the theoretical fitted isotherms obtained from
he PSD of the AA model are also shown. Only the AA model fit-
ing results are plotted for the sake of clarity, since the UA1 model
resented very similar results. Good fitting with the experimen-
al isotherms were obtained with comparable low fitting errors for
ll analyzed samples. Analyzing first the samples W1 and W2N2
Fig. 6) we expected that W2N2 would present a larger amount of

icropores than W1 due to the higher degree of activation of W2N2
21–23]. Both models were able to predict this trend.

The commercial sample C1 has higher surface area (2300 cm2/g)
han C2 (800 cm2/g). Both models present PSD results compatible
ith this characteristic of the samples (Fig. 7) and also present good
tting with the experimental isotherms. The UA1 model tends to
resent pore volumes predominantly within the 10 Å range mainly
or the C1 sample.

.2.4. UA2 kernel and solid–fluid interaction impact in slit pores
To investigate the importance of the solid–fluid standard

arameterization for this supercritical system we elaborated a
ew collection of isotherms (UA2) fitted to the Vulcan reference

sotherm and then recalculated the PSD for the same samples W1,
2N2, C1 and C2. Selected isotherms for these pores are shown

n Fig. 8. These isotherms are very similar to the UA1 isotherms.
he only remarkable difference is the higher loading for the 7 Å
sotherm (0.33 g/cm3 at 3500 kPa) while for the UA1 model we had
nly 0.28 g/cm3. The higher loading at 7 Å may be explained by the
igher well depth (0.049 kcal mol−1) of the UA2 model. For the next
ize of selected isotherm (7.6 Å) we had comparable loadings. For
his pore size, the UA2 model adsorbs 0.25 g/cm3 at 3500 kPa, while
he UA1 model presented 0.24 g/cm3. Even for the second layer pore
f 10.7 Å the loadings are similar: 0.2 g/cm3 and 0.19 g/cm3 for UA2
nd UA1 model, respectively.

Fig. 9 presents the pore size distribution calculated from the
pplication of the isotherms collection using the UA2 model. Par-
icularly for the C1 sample, differently from the unfitted UA1 model,
he fitted UA2 model gives a PSD without any pore volume concen-
ration. It was observed that the UA2 model presents PSDs more
imilar to the PSDs obtained using the unfitted AA model (see
igs. 6 and 7). The fitting between the simulated and experimental
sotherms of the four activated carbon samples were as good as for
he AA and UA1 models, with comparable low fitting errors.

. Conclusion

The performance of all-atom (AA) and united atom (UA) mod-
ls of the methane molecule were evaluated for the description of
dsorption isotherms on a graphite surfaces and in a collection of

lit pores. We performed GCMC calculations in explicit graphene
odel to elaborate three sets of isotherm collection for pseudo-

pherical (UA models) and 5-point methane molecule model (AA
odel). These collections were used to calculate the pore size dis-

ribution (PSD) of four activated carbon samples. The influences

[

[
[

sicochem. Eng. Aspects 357 (2010) 53–60 59

of the cutoff and solid–fluid standard parameterization were also
investigated.

In the graphite surface studies, we found that the simulated AA
model isotherm shapes are much more similar to the experimental
data than when the UA model isotherm was used. The UA model
isotherms are linear while the AA isotherm is curved. This is an indi-
cation that a five-point methane model can induce heterogeneity
effects in the slit-pore model.

Under the conditions of the analyzed supercritical system, the
cutoff had little influence on the isotherms and the PSDs. Differ-
ent solid–fluid standard parameterizations between UA1 and UA2
models modify the PSD.

The AA and UA models presented good theoretical fit with
experimental isotherms, and the isotherm collections showed
three main characterizing behavior groups (one layer, two layers
and low wall potential). In the activated carbons that were studied,
the UA1 model indicated less plausible PSD for C1 sample with pore
size distributions predominantly around 10 Å. Our results suggest
that both the AA and UA2 models yield more realistic estimates of
the internal structure of microporous carbons.
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